A compact hexapole state-selector for NO radicals.
Focusing of molecular beams using an electrostatic hexapole is a mature technique to produce samples of state-selected molecules. The ability to efficiently focus molecules depends on the properties of the molecular species of interest, the length of the hexapole state selector, as well as on the maximum electric field strength that can be achieved in these devices. In particular for species with a small effective dipole moment such as nitric oxide (NO), hexapole state selectors of several meters in length are required to focus the beam. We report on a novel design for an electrostatic hexapole state-selector that allows for a maximum electric field strength of 260 kV/cm, reducing significantly the length of the hexapole that is required to focus the beam. We demonstrate the focusing of a molecular beam of NO radicals (X (2)Π1∕2, v = 0, J = 1∕2, f) using a hexapole of only 30 cm length. A beamstop is integrated inside the hexapole at the geometric center of the device where the molecular trajectories have the largest deviation from the beam axis, effectively blocking the carrier gas of the molecular beam at minimum loss of NO density. The performance of the hexapole state-selector is investigated by state-selective laser induced fluorescence detection, as well as by two-dimensional imaging of the focused packet of NO radicals. The resulting packet of NO radicals has a density of 9 ± 3 × 10(10) cm(-3) and a state purity of 99%.